
SPECIAL ADHESIVE BACKING
Sticks to floors and flat surfaces! 

•    Specially formulated, full-coverage adhesive 
backing holds tight but leaves no residue

•    Peels up easily for quick changeouts 

•    Absorbs oils, coolants, solvents and water

•    Poly backing creates a liquidproof barrier that 
keeps floors completely dry

•    No curling or bunching — lies flat to reduce 
trip hazards

•   Tough, spunbond top layer stands up to traffic; 
dark color hides grime 
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Scan this code to 
see it in action!

Our specially formulated Grippy™ adhesive backing 
holds tight but peels up easily without residue.

Stays put no matter what™



Step 1 — Surface Preparation
Make sure the surface you want to cover is clean, dry and free of oil 
and debris before installing Grippy Mat.

Step 2 — Application
Place Grippy Mat adhesive-side down on a horizontal or vertical 
surface. Starting at the center, press down on the mat, working out 
to the edges and pushing out any air bubbles or creases until it is 
smooth, flat and securely in place. Depending on the age, condition 
and smoothness of the surface, prolonged downward force may be 
required to achieve a uniformly satisfactory bond. 

Step 3 — Repositioning and Removal
Grippy Mat can be picked up and reapplied as long as the surface is 
clean and dry. To pick it up, pinch an edge of the Grippy Mat with 
one finger under the bottom tacky side and the other finger on the 
top absorbent side. Peel up slowly at a 90-degree angle. Using this 
method will avoid separation of the top and bottom layers, as well 
as prevent any adhesive residue from being left behind.

NOTE: When using a degreaser to clean the surface prior to placing 
Grippy Mat, rinse the surface thoroughly with water and let dry. Cleaning 
or polishing products interfere with Grippy Mat’s adhesion — be sure to wipe 
surfaces where these products are used with a solvent such as MEK, heptane or 
lacquer thinner to completely remove them. A second wipe with fresh solvent 
and a clean cloth may be necessary.

All adhesives have potential to lift finish coatings or paint depending on the 
condition of the surface, and a repainted or coated surface is more susceptible to 
damage. Grippy Mat is formulated to work with most industrial floor surfaces, 
but testing a 6" square piece in a noncritical area can help you judge suitability 
for your use and avoid any potential damage.

The stitching on the mat may begin to fray after an extended period of time or 
intense use, and may indicate that the mat is due for replacement. Fraying will 
not affect the absorbency or adhesion of the mat.

Product life varies depending on many factors, including type of use, level of 
liquid saturation and the frequency of foot and vehicle traffic. Grippy Mat is 
super tough, but it will eventually show wear. Replace the mat when it is worn 
or when the saturation level approaches the mat edges to avoid liquid seeping 
out of the mat and under the Grippy backing. 

Grippy Mat is constructed with a pressure-sensitive adhesive, so the heavier 
the weight of objects on top of the mat, the greater the bond to the surface will 
become. Inspect the mat regularly to determine how long you can leave it down 
before removal becomes more difficult.

For a full listing of Grippy Mat products, visit newpig.com/grippy.

PIG Grippy Mat lies flat without curling, bunching or sliding.

Grippy Mat stands up to foot and 
light, wheeled traffic as well as 
equipment driveovers.

Grippy Mat  
is available in  
pads or rolls.

PIG Grippy Absorbent Mat

Still have questions? In North America contact us:

By Phone: 1-800-HOT-HOGS (468-4647)

Online: newpig.com

Email:  hothogs@newpig.com
One Pork Avenue
Tipton, PA 16684-0304
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